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 BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

                     CLAIM NO. F613171

CARLA J. GRANGER, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

GLOBAL MILLS, UNINSURED EMPLOYER                       RESPONDENT

                  OPINION FILED MARCH 6, 2009

A hearing was held before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE CHANDRA HICKS,
on January 7, 2009, in Batesville, Independence County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by The Honorable J. Mark White,
Attorney at Law, Bryant, Arkansas.   

The respondent was represented by The Honorable Jodi Hill,
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

                     STATEMENT OF THE CASE

     A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on January 7,

2009, in Batesville, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Order was entered in

this case on November 17, 2008.  This Prehearing Order set forth

the stipulations offered by the parties, the issues to be

litigated, and their respective contentions.

     The following stipulations were submitted by the parties

either during the prehearing conference or at the time of the

hearing, these are hereby accepted.  

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of the within claim.

2.  The employee-employer relationship existed at all

relevant times.

3.  The claimant is an uninsured employer.
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4.  The claimant earned an average weekly wage of $240.00.

Her weekly compensation rate is $160.00.

5.  This claim has been controverted in its entirety.

6.  All issues not litigated are reserved under the Act.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be presented at the

hearing are as follows:

1.  Whether the employment in this case is subject to the

Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

2.  Compensability.

3.  Medicals.

4.  Temporary total disability benefits from October 6, 2005

until March 28, 2008.

5.  Controverted attorney’s fee.

The claimant’s and respondent’s contentions, as set out in

their responses to the Prehearing Questionnaire.  These are hereby

incorporated herein by reference.

     The documentary evidence submitted in this case consists of

the Commission’s Prehearing Order of November 17, 2008, the

claimant’s Response to the Prehearing Questionnaire, and the

respondent’s Response to the Prehearing Questionnaire, as these

have all been marked as Commission’s Exhibit No. 1.  The claimant

and the respondent filed a Post-Hearing Brief, this is incorporated

herein by reference, as it has been blue-backed and marked as

Commission’s Exhibit No. 2.  The claimant’s Medical Packet was
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marked as Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1.  The respondent’s Contract

Labor Services Form was marked as Respondent’s Exhibit No. 1.  The

respondent’s Contract Labor Services Info Sheet was marked as

Respondent’s Exhibit No. 2.  The respondent’s Find Report was

marked as Respondent’s Exhibit No. 3.  The January 11, 2007 Report

of Dr. Beyga was marked as respondent’s Exhibit No. 4.    

     The following witnesses testified at the hearing: the 

claimant, Kelly Anderson, Richard Armstrong and James Goodman.  

                          DISCUSSION

The claimant, age 58 (8/11/50), essentially testified that on

October 5, 2005, she was involved in an accident while performing

work for Global Mills.  The claimant testified that the company

manufactures skids.  With respect to what the company does, she

testified:

A. They manufacture skids, I think they’re called.
  

Q. And what are some of the kind of skids?

A. Well, you put stuff on top of them.  I don’t really
know what the name of them are.  Pallets, pallets.  That
would be the best word.

Q. What are they made of?  Are they made of wood,
plastic, something else?

A. Wood, wood.  Yes.  Different sizes of wood then
would be sent out, and someone would assemble it. 

     With respect to her job duties, the claimant gave the 

following testimony.

A. I was at the final workstation where Rebecca and
Linda Cox would grade the wood.  And anything that was
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not exactly perfect would go over into a pile.  And then
they would run it through another saw, and it would come
out assorted sizes.  And it would go down through the saw
and come out on a spinning table.  And then I would take
the appropriate size and put it on, they were some kind
of square metal things that had different slats in it.
And you would put so many high, so many wide per the
size.

  
Q. So you were taking these pieces of wood and just
sorting them by size as they came through?

A. Yes.  And if there was some that had got through
that had a knot or something like that then they would go
into a discard pile.  Small ones would go into another
bin.  They could be used for tomato sticks or something.
It would be useful for some purpose.

  
Q. So how large are these pieces of wood on average?

A. Three feet to five feet.  I’m not positive of the
five feet.  Three, four, five.  The majority of them I’d
say would probably be three feet long.

Q.  And as you sorted this wood, did you consider the
quality of wood or anything like that, or was it just the
size of the wood you were sorting?

A. You’re sorting by size.  But also you’re going to be
discarding anything that has a knot hole, or anything
that’s not quality.  

     According to the claimant, when she went to work for Global

Mills she was receiving Social Security Disability benefits.  The

claimant gave the following description of what she was doing just

before the accident happened:

A. I was putting a scrap piece, which is like the
tomato sticks.  And you have to sort of, the cart is like
this, okay?

Q. And you’re making a triangle with your two hands?

A. Yes, sir.  And so you go around here to place the
little scrap woods there.  And I would say there’s
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roughly a 12-inch span, maybe 15.  I’m not quite sure.
And you would face your workstation, and you would come
around that corner, and you would put your piece of wood
away.  But at that moment the saw, Rebecca was putting
the wood through the saw, which would mean that my
turntable will instantly be filled up with multiple sizes
of wood.  So I was facing my workstation.  After I had
put that wood there I was walking towards my workstation.
It just so happened that day the wind was blowing.  And
I slipped on the sawdust, and I went down.

  
Q. Let’s back up just a moment.

  
A. Okay.

Q. You were making some hand motions.  Those don’t --

A. I’m sorry.

Q. That’s fine.  Let’s just explain those so they’ll be
in the record.  As I said, you’re making an angular point
with your hands.  And do I understand basically that
you’re on one side of that angle like you were facing
your workstation, and then you were moving to the other
side?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Around that point of the table?

A. Yes.

Q. Now you slipped and fell.  Did you fall onto the
concrete, or what did you fall on?

A. Just debris down on the ground.  It’s a retaining
wall, a cement retaining wall.  I don’t know the exact
height, five feet, six feet retaining wall.

Q. Would you say the retaining wall is about as high as
you are?  A little shorter, a little taller?

A. I believe it’s a little taller.
  

Q. So you fell, and you fell off this retaining wall.
What happened next?  Tell us what did you feel?  What did
you experience?
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     The claimant essentially testified that upon falling, she 

felt excruciating pain.  According to the claimant, after her fall,

she was assisted by Rick Armstrong and Linda Cox.  Shortly

thereafter, she transported by ambulance to White River Medical

Center. According to the claimant, her left foot was broken and

both her right and left legs were fractured.  She admitted to

undergoing leg surgery with Dr. Grammer on that same day.  The

claimant agreed that after her surgery, Dr. Grammar placed her on

non-weight bearing for several months.  According to the claimant,

upon her release from the hospital, she went to Pioneer Nursing

Home and stayed there for about a month or six weeks.  She also

testified that while there, she underwent physical therapy.  The

claimant testified that after being released, she was in a

wheelchair for about a year.  According to the claimant, she was

unable to anything and her attendant care person would wash her

hair and body, prepare her meals, and put on her clothing.  She

also testified that a nurse would come in and give her Lovenox

injections and blood tests every day, which last for about a month,

until she could administer them herself.  However, she further

testified that she continued with home health care services.  

     The claimant testified that she followed up with Dr. Grammer

for her leg surgery and Dr. Gray was her physician while in the

nursing home, and thereafter she continued to she him as her family

practice physician.  
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    She admitted to undergoing surgery in February 2006 and in

August of 2006.  In the period of time from October 2005 until

February of 2006, and then from February 2006 to August of 2006,

the claimant testified that the following was going on with her in

those months between the two surgeries:

A. One surgery was an arthroscopy of my knee because I
couldn’t bend my knee properly.  And they had to go in
and do some procedure, shave some of the cartilage or
bone or something out so that I would have more mobility
as I have metal pins in my knee which makes my leg work.
And I have metal rods in the leg to maintain bone
structure in my right leg.

  
Q. In this time you were still in a wheelchair?

A. Yes.

     The claimant testified that she saw Dr. Bruce Safman in 

January of 2007 pursuant to referral by Dr. Gray.  Prior to seeing

Dr. Safman, the claimant maintains that she was in extreme pain and

walked with the assistance of a walker.  The claimant agreed that

she had a surgery in October 2007, but she was unsure what the

surgery was for.  According to the claimant, she continues to go

for pain management once a month due to her injury.  She also

testified that she has seen Dr. Kulik, an ankle specialist, and

there is nothing else that can be done other than permanently

stabilizing her foot by putting a nail in the base of her foot

through the bones.  However, she has chose not to have that

surgery. 

     According to the claimant, her bills have been paid by 
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Medicare, although she had no prior disability in reference to her

legs. She testified that her disability was due to obesity and

uncontrolled blood pressure.  

    She testified that at the time of her injury, the following

people were doing the same type or similar work that she was doing,

handling wood, sorting and so forth:

A. Rick Armstrong was feeding the machine with wood.
And then it goes down a conveyer belt, and it goes to a
person that saws the wood and sends it through to a
person which was the new employee.  And he, if it --
there’s a certain size you must be required to have.  If
it’s too large you put it back on the conveyer belt, it
goes back in the loop.  And then he will sort small
sticks, put them up here.  And then it will go down to a
turntable.  And there Rebecca and Ms. Cox would sort the
wood.  And then it would come to me.  And then I would
sort it.  And then there was a lift operator, Terry,
which would drive a forklift around.  And he was kind of
an overseer of what we would do.  Normally John Wilkerson
would work that, the corner position, but he was out ill.
And I do not recall the name of the person that was
working in his spot that day.

 
Q. And you just said that Terry was an overseer or a
supervisor.  Was he supervising you and these other
people you’ve named?

A. He was a overseer that would make certain that we
would do things timely.  I’m not quite sure what his
position is.  I know he would go and lift up wood and
take it out to the front there and set it out there in
the yard, and then wait until the truck delivery man came
and loaded up on the truck.  I believe his last name was
Marshall or something like that, Terry Marshall.

     With respect to her job duties, the claimant testified that 

it was new position for her, so Linda Cox would help her out.

According to the claimant, in the mornings, they would meet and Mr.

Anderson he would let them know what was to be done for the day, as
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to what was needed and their quota for the say.  She testified that

Carla Anderson worked in the office, handling the paperwork for the

business and was on the premises full time, as she also helped

outside if they were short-handed.  According to the claimant, Ms.

Anderson was the person that she talked to about her pay or if she

needed supplies, such as gloves, hearing plugs or things of that

nature.  The claimant denied having purchased any of the supplies

or equipment used for performing her job duties at Global Mills. 

     She further denied that there was any contract or agreement 

wherein she would be held liable or penalized for quitting.  The

claimant also denied the existence of an agreement wherein Global

Mills had to pay her if they terminated her.  With respect to her

pay, the claimant testified that she was paid once a week for forty

hours, based on the hours she worked, which were 7:00 until 4:00.

According to the claimant, she was not allowed to choose her hours,

as she showed up and worked the hours she was told to work.  The

claimant testified that she was given a fifteen minute break and a

half hour for lunch.

     The claimant testified that when she went to work for Global

Mills, she knew nothing about wood work.  According to the 

claimant, her job was not supposed to end at a particular time, as

it was going continue indefinitely, until either she was fired or

quit.  She denied having ever performed this type of work before.

     On cross examination, the claimant testified that as of the
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date of the hearing, she receives $555.00 for Social Security

Disability benefits.  According to the claimant, she was referred

to Dr. Beyga, a psychiatrist, by pain management in an attempt to

teach her some other means of controlling her pain, other than by

medication.  However, after being shown excerpts of Dr. Beyga’s

report, she admitted it demonstrated that she had referred to Dr.

Beyga by Dr. Gray, her primary care physician.  She further

admitted that the report demonstrated that she has a long history

of inattentiveness.  The claimant also admitted that she previously

suffered from dyslexia, and has been treated extensively with anti-

depressant during the last twenty years.  According to the

claimant, she was diagnosed with bipolar disorder in 1996.  

    The claimant testified that she was hired as an independent

contractor, but understood it to mean she was responsible for her

own taxes.  She denied being told that she was going to have

workers’ compensation benefits, paid time off, vacation time, or

health benefits.  

     She agreed that she continued to receive some of her pay 

(about $160.00 per week) after the accident, from Global Mills, 

for approximately six months.       

     On redirect examination, the claimant denied that any of the

jobs that she performed for Global Mills required any kind of

special education or degree or certificate.  

     Upon being questioned by the Commission, the claimant admitted
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that she had two breaks, one in the morning and one in the

afternoon.

     Kelly Anderson, also gave testimony during the hearing.  He 

gave the following testimony with respect to type of business

performed by Global Mills:

A. Well, Global Mills Incorporated is basically a
wholesaler of lumber.  We buy, sell, broker lumber and we
will occasionally custom cut orders.  Like if someone
wants stringers, we’ll make stringers.  Or if they want
a certain size deck board.  We don’t, sometimes we don’t
ever cut the same order twice.  But we just specialize in
orders that people do.  But we do a lot of lumber
brokering.

Q. So about how much of your business is this
wholesale?  A percentage?  Can you give me a percentage?

A. Well, 100% of it’s wholesaling.
  

Q. How much of your business is the mill work that you
do, the special orders?

A. It just varies.  I couldn’t honestly say how much.
It varies from year to year.  Sometimes we do a little
more brokering and sometimes we do less.

Q. Is the millwork part of your business ever more than
10%?

A. Yes.

Q. How much is it, has it ever gone to where it’s
50/50?

A. I can’t say to be honest.
 

Q. Let’s talk about 2005.  In 2005 how was the
breakdown between your wholesaling business and your mill
business?

A. We were steadily busy that year.  You know some
years we’re real slow, and some years we do more.  But we
were, you know, we were a little busier than normal that
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year.

Q. In 2005 how were you operating the mill?  Were you
the person who actually went down and started the saws
and oversaw how things were working?

A. No.  Now on occasion I might go out and start a
machine, but I wasn’t there every day.  I had to hire a
permanent employee that could run that function or aspect
of the business.  You know we use contractors under him.
But we didn’t guarantee anyone any specific amount of
time.  When the job was done they might not have anymore
work.  

     Q.   And that person was Terry Alberts [sic].

A.   Yes, it was.

     Mr. Anderson denied that the mill ever set a work schedule,

but admitted that 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. was the normal time to

show up.  He testified that at the time of hire, he had the

claimant fill out a contract labor info sheet, and explained to her

that as a contractor, they had no insurance on her, workers’

compensation or any benefits and that she would have to be

responsible for her taxes.  However, he admitted to telling the

claimant that if there were ever any accidents at the mill, in the

past, the mill covered them, but a drug test had to be

administered.  

     He admitted that Carla Anderson is her mother.  According to

Mr. Anderson, his mother helps to do the taxes and the payroll for

Global Mills and is there only two or three days a week.  

     On cross examination, Mr. Anderson, denied that the  

facility’s purpose where the claimant worked did milling work
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exclusively.  According to Mr. Anderson, the office work entailed

taking sales and filling sales and the mill part functioned to

produce any special orders.  However, he admitted that fulfilling

special orders was a small part of the business.          

     Mr. Anderson agreed that Terry Albertson was an employee of

Global Mills at the time of the claimant’s injury.  He admitted

that at the time of the claimant’s October 2005 injury, he worked

solely for Global Mills.  However, he denied that Global Mills had

any other employees in the broker business or any other part of

this business.  

     He admitted that the jobs performed by Rick Armstrong,

Rebecca and Linda Cox were not skilled jobs, as they were labor

jobs, not a service.  Mr. Anderson admitted that you could bring a

typical person in and show them how to do the work and that would

work just fine.  Mr. Anderson admitted that he owns the business,

not the corporation, and is the exclusive shareholder in Global

Mills.  According to Mr. Anderson, he is the president and Carla

Anderson is the secretary and treasurer.  He admitted that the

business equipment includes two circle-type saws, two band type

saws, forklift, conveyer belts, and two trucks.  Mr. Anderson

testified  he owns everything, except the chipper and one forklift,

which the corporation bought since he has been incorporated.  

     Mr. Anderson testified:

Q. Now as of October 2005, how many individuals were
performing labor on a typical day at this facility?
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A. I believe I had four contractors and one employee.

Q. So four contractors.  Were they involved exclusively
with the milling work and the special orders, or were any
of them office workers or salesmen or something else?

A. With the millwork.

Q. Is it fair to say that as far as the brokerage and
the paperwork and administrative functions and the
selling that was based upon you and your mother?

A. That was me.

Q. That was all you.  What did your mother do?

A. She would help with the payroll and taxes.

Q. Now on these individuals who were, you described as
contract labor, did you pay any unemployment taxes on
them?

A. Only on employees.

Q. So that would be only on Terry?

A. Only on Terry.  That’s correct.

Q. Did you withhold income tax from anyone other than
Terry?

A. No, sir.

Q. Did you pay any payroll tax for anyone other than
Terry?

A. No, sir.

    According to Mr. Anderson, when the contract employee would

arrive for work on a typical morning in October 2005, Terry

Albertson would instruct them on what needed to be done that day

after having talked with him on what orders they had.  He also

testified that the other three contract laborers, previously
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mentioned were paid in the same manner as the claimant, hourly on

a weekly basis out of the Global Mills’ corporate account.

     Upon being questioned by the Commission, Mr. Anderson admitted

that for the tax year of 2005, Global Mills made a profit.  He also

admitted that in 2005, he had four contract employees, in addition

to the claimant, namely, Rick Armstrong, John Wilkerson, Linda Cox,

and Rebecca Sutterfield.  He also admitted that his mother Carla

Anderson, was paid for the services that she provided to Global

Mills in 2005, as she served of secretary and treasurer.  According

to Mr. Anderson, his mother assisted with the payroll and tax

preparation.  Although Mr. Anderson maintains that he could not

recall the number of hours his mother worked during 2005, he

admitted that she performed her services on the premises and she

was provided the material she needed to perform her services, such

as ink, a copier and things of that nature.  

     Mr. Anderson further testified that he considered himself the

owner of Global Mills and not an employee during 2005.  According

to Mr. Anderson, he was paid by the business, but he did not

withhold taxes.  He maintains that he did not make himself an

employee of the business until 2006.  At which point, he actually

did the withholdings.      

   Ricky Armstrong, gave testimony during the hearing.  He

testified that he has worked for Global Mills off and on for ten

years.  According to Mr. Armstrong, he performed various jobs for
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the mill, as he worked from 7:00 until 3:30.  

   On cross examination, Mr. Armstrong admitted that Terry

(Albertson) was the overseer of the work, wherein he would tell

people what jobs to do.  He also testified that Mr. Anderson was on

the premises every day, doing paperwork and getting the supplies

and parts.  Mr. Armstrong also admitted that Mr. Anderson’s mother,

Carla Armstrong, was on the premises usually every day.

      Mr. Armstrong testified that on a typical morning in 2005, he

would know what to do because in the afternoons, Kelly (Anderson)

would tell him what he would have to do and what they were going to

run, the sizes.  Mr. Armstrong admitted that while working for

Global Mills, he could quit, without being penalized or held

responsible for anything for quitting.  He admitted he was

essentially responsible for running a saw, but was expected to keep

a certain pace.  According to Mr. Armstrong, Kelly was responsible

for making sure he kept the right pace.  He also agreed that he was

paid on a weekly basis, and had no recourse against Global Mills if

they laid him off or discharged him.  He admitted that at the time

of the claimant’s injury, that there were a few others doing

contract labor, he and Ms. Granger, and at least one or two others.

     James Goodman, gave testimony during the hearing.  He   

testified that he worked for Global Mills doing primarily

maintenance work.  According to Mr. Goodman, he basically worked

from 12:00 midnight until 6:00 in the morning.  He also testified
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that he made it clear that he wanted to be an independent

contractor, as he worked other odd jobs.         

     A review of the medical records demonstrates that the  

claimant received emergency treatment from White River Medical

Center on the date of the injury after being transported there from

Melbourne.  The history section of this report shows that the

claimant fell off a wall from a height of about five feet landing

directly on both feet.  At that time, Dr. Cody Grammer performed 

surgery, in the form of: “1. Irrigation and debridement of open

pilon fracture.  2. Bridging external fixation of left pilon. 3.

Open reduction with internal fixation (LISS) tibial plateau

fracture.”           

     On October 7, 2005, Dr. Jeffery D. Angel performed “irrigation

and debridement of open left ankle,” due to open wound, of the left

ankle.  Next, on October 11, 2005, Dr. Grammer performed the

following procedures, “1.  Revision of percutaneous screws, right

tibial plateau.  2.  Open reduction with internal fixation, left

tibial pillion fracture.  3.  Open reduction with internal

fixation, left fibula.”  The claimant underwent removal of

eschar(irrigation and debridement) with Dr. Grammer on October 26,

2005.

     The claimant saw Dr. Adam Gray on December 1, 2005 due to a

chief complaint of “Bilateral Tib-Fib fractures.”  He noted that

the claimant had required short-term placement at Pioneer Nursing
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and Rehabilitation Center for rehabilitation and due to her

inability to live independently.  

     She underwent surgery again with Dr. Grammer on February 21,

2006 due to “delayed union, of the left tibial pilon.”  On August

2, 2006, the claimant underwent surgery with Dr. Grammer in the

form of “arthroscopic chondroplasty of the patellofemoral joint,”

due to right knee pain.  The claimant continued with follow-up care

under the direction of Dr. Grammer.  

     On January 12, 2007, the claimant underwent initial  

evaluation with Dr. Bruce Safman on referral for chronic pain

management.  His impression was that the claimant had chronic pain

in both of er lower extremities and left ankle secondary to right

tibial plateau fracture and left pylon fracture.  Dr. Safman

suspected that the claimant may have some reflex sympathetic

dystrophy, as well, for which he prescribed a medication regimen.

     Dr. Safman reported on February 23, 2007 that the claimant 

was doing better, but was still having hyperesthesia of the left

foot, which was improving with medications.  He further noted: “I

have done electrodiagnostic testing.  She does have distal peroneal

neuropathy.  She has an injury to the posterior tibial nerve, to

the abductor digiti minimi.”

     On June 22, 2007, Dr. Safman reported that the claimant was

being seen for reflex sympathetic dystrophy.  At that time, the

claimant reported that she had intermittent severe pain in the left
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pretibial area and left ankle.  He reported on August 10, 2007,

that the claimant had reflex sympathetic dystrophy.  On September

21, 2007, Dr. Safman reported that the claimant was still having

some ankle pain, as she was being seen for reflex sympathetic

dystrophy.    

    On October 23, 2007, the claimant underwent surgery with Dr. 

Grammer for “removal of hardware, of the left distal fibia, and

removal of hardware, of the left distal fibula.”

    The claimant continued under treatment with Dr. Safman.  On

January 25, 2008, he reported that the claimant still had

tenderness of the left foot and ankle. 

     The final treatment of record demonstrates that the claimant

last saw Dr. Safman on March 28, 2008 due to reported complaints of

a fair amount of burning sensation in the legs.  He noted again

that she did have reflex sympathetic dystrophy, for which he

continued her medication regimen.                                

                            ADJUDICATION

A. Jurisdiction

     In the instant matter, the respondent contends that the

claimant was an independent contractor, and not an employee of

Global Mills.      

  The determination of whether, at the time of an injury, an

individual was an independent contractor or an employee depends on

the facts of the case. Franklin v. Arkansas Kraft, Inc., 5 Ark.

App. 264, 635 S.W.2d 286 (1982). The resolution of whether an
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individual is an independent contractor or an employee requires an

analysis of the factors related to the employer’s right to control

and of factors related to the relationship of the work to the

asserted employer’s business. In making a determination, the

Commission must look at the factors outlined in D. B. Griffen

Warehouse, Inc. v. Sanders, 336 Ark. 456, 986 S.W.2d 836 (1999)

citing §220 of the Restatement (Second) of Agency: 

1. the extent of control which, by the agreement,
the master may exercise over the details of
the work;

2. whether or not the one employed is engaged in
a distinct occupation or business;

3. the kind of occupation, with reference to
whether in the locality, the work is usually
done under the direction of the employer or by
a specialist without supervision;

4. the skill required in the particular
occupation;

5. whether the employer or the workman supplies
the instrumentalities, tools, and the place of
work for the person doing the work;

6. the length of time for which the person is
employed;

7. the method of payment, whether by the time or
by the job;

8. whether or not the work is a part of the
regular business of the employer;

9. whether or not the parties believe they are
creating the relation of master and servant;
and

10. whether the principal is or is not in
business.
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     The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that she was an employee of Global Mills, rather than an

independent contractor.  The facts establishing this finding are

that the claimant performed unskilled labor; that the claimant was

paid by the hour; that either party could terminate the employment

relationship at any time without liability; that claimant did not

work for anyone else during this period of time; that the employer

provided the all the tools, materials and equipment needed to

perform the work; that the employer would instruct the claimant

(directly or indirectly) where she needed to go to work each day

and controlled all aspects of the work; that claimant has never

owned her own business; that the work the claimant performed was an

integral part of the regular business of Global Mills; and the

length of time for which the claimant was employed was for an

indefinite period of time. 

    Under such circumstances, I am constrained to find that the

claimant was an employee of Global Mills rather than an independent

contractor, despite what the parties may have termed this 

employment.  

     Next, the respondent contends that Global Mills did not 

regularly employee three or more employees at the time of the

claimant’s injury.  

     Therefore, the claimant must prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that the respondent employed the requisite number of
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employee to be covered by the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

An injured worker must prove that the employer regularly employed

three or more employees.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102 (11)(A).     

    The respondent admitted that at the time of the claimant’s

injury it had at least one employee, Terry Albertson.  In addition

to this, the evidence demonstrates that at the time of the

claimant’s injury on October 5, 2005, at least three other workers

were performing work under identical circumstances as the claimant,

namely, Richard (Rick) Armstrong, Linda Cox, and Rebecca

Sutterfield.  Using the above factors previously cited, I find that

the preponderance of the evidence clearly demonstrates that all

three of these workers were employees of Global Mills.  Hence, the

claimant has met her burden of proof that the employer regularly

employed three or more employees at the time of her injury.  

     As a result, I find that the employer and employee in this

case are subject to the provisions of the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Law as provided by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-103.   

B.  Compensability

     The claimant has asserted a compensable injury on October 5,

2005, as a result of a fall while performing employment services

for Global Mills.  

   "Compensable injury" means an accidental injury causing

physical harm to the body, arising out of and in the course of

employment and which requires medical services or results in

disability or death.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A)(i).  A
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compensable injury must be established by medical evidence

supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(D).

The claimant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she

sustained a compensable injury. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)

(E)(i).

     After reviewing the evidence in this case impartially, 

without giving the benefit of the doubt to either party, I find

that the claimant has met her burden of proving by a preponderance

of the credible evidence that she sustained a compensable injury to

both lower extremities while performing employment services for the

respondent-employer on October 5, 2005.      

    Specifically, the claimant gave a credible account of the

incident and her testimony is corroborated by all the medical

records of evidence.  The evidence establishes that when the

claimant’s fall occurred, she was within the time and space

boundaries of her employment, and performing job duties that

advanced her employer’s interest (see above the claimant’s full

discussion of incident).  Here, the claimant received extensive

treatment and underwent several surgeries, as a result of her fall.

In fact, the record is replete with objective findings establishing

severe injuries, to both of her lower extremities, which included,

but was not limited to, a compound fracture of the left ankle and

a fracture of the right tibia and fibula (see above full discussion

of medicals). 

    Therefore, based on all of the foregoing, I find that the

claimant has met her burden of proving by a preponderance of the
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evidence that she sustained a compensable injury to both of her

lower extremities, on October 5, 2005, during and in the course of

her employment with the respondent-employer. 

C. Medical Benefits

      An employer shall promptly provide for an injured employee

such medical treatment as may be reasonably necessary in connection

with the injury received by the employee.  Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-508(a).  The claimant bears the burden of proving that she is

entitled to additional medical treatment.  Dalton v. Allen Eng'g

Co., 66 Ark. App. 201, 989 S.W.2d 543 (1999).  What constitutes

reasonably necessary medical treatment is a question of fact to be

determined by the Commission.  Wright Contracting Co. v. Randall,

12 Ark. App. 358, 676 S.W.2d 750 (1984).

     In the instant matter, I find that the claimant proved by a

preponderance of the evidence that all the medical treatment of

record for her compensable injury was reasonable and necessary in

relation to the injury received by her.   Specifically, all of the

medical treatment of record for her injury was geared toward

evaluating, diagnosing, and treating the claimant’s compensable

injury pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-508(a).  Therefore, the

respondent is liable for all the treatment of record for the

claimant’s injury. 

D.  Temporary Total Disability Compensation 

     The claimant also contends that she is entitled temporary

total disability compensation from October 6, 2005, until March 28,
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2008.  The claimant’s injury is a scheduled injury.  An employee

with a scheduled injury is to receive compensation for temporary

total disability during the healing period or until the employee

returns to work, whichever occurs first. Wheeler Constr. Co. v.

Armstrong, 73 Ark. App. 146, 41 S.W.3d 822 (2001). The healing

period is that period for healing of the injury which continues

until the employee is as far restored as the permanent character of

the injury will permit. Nix v. Wilson World Hotel, 46 Ark. App.

303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).  If the underlying condition causing

the disability has become more stable and if nothing further in the

way of treatment will improve that condition, the healing period

has ended. Id. Whether an employee's healing period has ended is a

factual determination to be made by the Commission.  Ketcher 

Roofing Co. v. Johnson, 50 Ark. App. 63, 901 S.W.2d 25 (1995).

    Here, the preponderance of the evidence shows that the claimant

remained in her healing period beginning on the date of the

compensable injury, and continued to do so until March 28, 2008, as

is demonstrated in the  Dr. Safman’s final medical report of March

28, 2008.  In addition to this, as of the date of the hearing, the

claimant had not returned to work.  

     Such evidence supports a finding that the claimant proved she

is entitled to temporary total disability compensation from October

6, 2005, until March 28, 2008. 

E.  Credit for Social Security Disability benefits and Setoff 
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     The respondent has asserted in its post-hearing brief that it

is entitled to a credit for Social Security Disability benefits

received by the claimant.  This issue was not presented in the

respondent’s prehearing filing, nor was it addressed at the time of

the hearing or in the prehearing order as an issue; therefore, this

issue has not been addressed in this opinion.       

     Additionally, in its post-hearing brief, the claimant 

alleges that the respondent is not entitled to an offset under Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-807.  In like manner, this issue was not raised in

in the parties’ prehearing filings, nor was it raised at the time

hearing or in the prehearing order; therefore, this issue has not

been addressed in this opinion.           

F. Controverted Attorney’s Fee

     The parties stipulated that this claim has been controverted

in its entirety.  Pursuant to this stipulation, I therefore find

that the claimant’s attorney is entitled to a controverted

attorney’s fee on all indemnity benefits awarded to the claimant,

pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715.  

             FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

     On the basis of the record as a whole, I make the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-704.

     1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has       
         jurisdiction of the within claim.

2.  The employee-employer relationship existed at all  
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    relevant times.

3.  The respondent is an uninsured employer.

4.  The claimant earned an average weekly wage of $240.00. 
         Her weekly compensation rate is $160.00.

5.  This claim has been controverted in its entirety.

6.  The preponderance of the evidence demonstrates that
    the claimant was an employee of Global Mills.  

7.  The preponderance of the evidence demonstrates that
    Global Mills regularly employed three or more 

         employees at the time of the claimant’s injury.

8.  The claimant proved by a preponderance of the credible  
          credible evidence that she sustained a compensable injury
         to her lower extremities during and in the course of her
         employment with the respondent-employer, Global Mills, 
         on October 5, 2005.              

9.  The claimant proved by a preponderance of the      
    evidence her entitlement to all the medical 

         treatment of record pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. 
         § 11-9-508(a).

    10.  The claimant proved her entitlement to temporary        
         total disability compensation from October 6, 2005, 
         through and until March 28, 2008.        

    11.  The claimant’s attorney is entitled to a controverted  
         attorney’s fee on all indemnity benefits awarded 
         herein, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715.   

    12.  All issues not litigated are reserved under the Act.

                             AWARD

     The respondent is directed to pay benefits in accordance 

with the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law set forth in this

Opinion.  

     Maximum attorney fees are herein awarded to the claimant’s 

attorney on the controverted indemnity benefits, pursuant to Ark.
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Code Ann. § 11-9-715.    

     All benefits herein awarded which have heretofore accrued are

payable in lump sum without discount.

     This award herein awarded shall bear the maximum legal  

interest rate until paid. 

     The claimant’s attorney is entitled to a 25% attorney’s fee on

the indemnity benefits awarded herein, one-half of which is to be

paid the claimant and one-half to be paid by the respondent in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715.     

    All other issues not litigated are reserved under the Act.   

    A copy of this Order has been forwarded the Compliance 

Division for possible sanctions against the employer pursuant to 

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-401 and §11-9-406.

    IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
         CHANDRA HICKS

Administrative Law Judge
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